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The hard X-ray laser SwissFEL at the Paul Scherrer Institute is currently being
commissioned and will soon become available for users. In the current article the
laser facility is presented, an integral part of the user facility, as most timeresolved experiments will require a versatile optical laser infrastructure and
precise information about the relative delay between the X-ray and optical
pulse. The important key parameters are a high availability and long-term
stability while providing advanced laser performance in the wavelength range
from ultraviolet to terahertz. The concept of integrating a Ti: sapphire laser
amplifier system with subsequent frequency conversion stages and drift
compensation into the SwissFEL facility environment for successful 24 h/7 d
user operation is described.

1. Introduction
X-ray free-electron lasers (XFELs) have become the favourite
research tool for many modern research fields, such as ultrafast magnetism (Kubacka et al., 2014; Rettig et al., 2015),
nonlinear X-ray science (Glover et al., 2012; Shwartz et al.,
2014), femto-chemistry (Kim et al., 2015; Zewail, 2000),
biology (Barty et al., 2012), warm-matter physics (Lévy et al.,
2015), atomic physics (Young et al., 2010) and many more.
Currently SwissFEL is being commissioned at the Paul
Scherrer Institute in Switzerland and will become online by
the end of 2017 for user operation. The machine will provide
hard X-ray radiation of 2–12 keV with pulse durations tunable
between 50 fs and 5 fs (Ganter, 2010). This operation mode
can be extended to the attosecond regime, to the broadband
emission mode or to the high-peak-power (TW) regime (Prat
et al., 2015; Prat & Reiche, 2015).
One of the main advantages of SwissFEL is the excellent
timing system which will provide a synchronization of all timecritical components with an expected timing jitter of less than
10 fs r.m.s (Ganter, 2010). This renders SwissFEL highly
attractive for time-resolved experiments with femtosecond
resolution. For successful time-resolved experiments the
performance of the optical laser, acting as pump or probe, is
as equally important as the free-electron laser (FEL) source.
Best temporal resolution is achieved when the probe duration
is similar to or shorter than the pump pulse duration and when
the arrival time between the two pulses is precisely known.
The optical laser system should thus not only provide short
pulses for the experiment but also serve as a reference for
X-ray arrival-time diagnostics.
In the first phase, SwissFEL will operate with two endstations (ESA and ESB). Both endstations are optimized for
X-ray pump–probe experiments. In detail, ESA is equipped
with a liquid-jet sample manipulator and a van Hamos-type
spectrometer and optimized for pump–probe X-ray absorption spectroscopy, X-ray emissions spectroscopy, including
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laser from residual dust and turbulences in air. The laser
power supplies are placed in water-cooled racks to reduce the
heat load and air flow inside the laboratory. Laser I and
Laser II have identical performance. During normal operation
each laser system is dedicated to an individual endstation
(Laser I for ESA and Laser II for ESB). This allows laser
operation at both endstations simultaneously, for alignment
and preliminary tests before the actual X-ray beam time starts.
The redundant layout allows both lasers to be redirected to
either endstation. This minimizes the risk of downtime of an
experiment due to potential laser failure.
Pulse compressors, frequency conversion stages, delay lines
and diagnostic tools are installed on the optical table close to
the X-ray experimental instrument at the endstations. The
beam transport between LHx and the endstations is realised
by sending the uncompressed pulse through evacuated pipes
(vacuum level <104 mbar) and uses an optimized beam
size for 3-inch optics. This keeps the pulse intensity low
(< 50 MW cm2 outside and < 25 GW cm2 at the focus) and
prevents pulse distortions through nonlinear interaction and
self-phase modulation. The output from the amplifier is relay
imaged to the compressor with an intermediate focus inside
the transfer line. Eventually a beam pointing stabilization
between LHx and the endstations can be installed. Similar
to LHx, the laser tables will be enclosed. The temperature
stability inside the endstations is only controlled to  0.5 C.
Additional thermal isolation panels will improve the thermal
stability on the optical tables, according to simulations to
 0.1 C. At the same time they act as a laser safety enclosure
and allow laser operation inside the laser enclosure while the
endstation is accessible.
The core laser system is based on mature chirped-pulse
amplification Ti : sapphire technology which is commercially
available from Coherent. The decision for this approach was
based on a risk analysis. Ti : sapphire is the most used gain
material for laser amplifiers providing pulse durations of less
than 30 fs with significant pulse energy. Furthermore, various
2. Core laser system
techniques have been developed to expand its spectral range
towards the UV and the IR, to perform temporal and spatial
The Ti :sapphire amplifier systems of the SwissFEL Experipulse shaping and to control the actual electric field through
mental Laser facility are located directly above the endstaCEP stabilization (Telle et al., 1999). In recent years, a large
tions (Laser I and Laser II, Fig. 1). The dedicated laser room
effort has been undertaken by assemblers to fulfil industrial
(LHx) is an ISO class 7 clean room with a temperature
standards for Ti: sapphire technology, resulting in unprecestability of  0.1 C and a relative humidity of 40–45%. The
dented availability and reliability of today’s system. The
laser tables are placed inside a laser enclosure to shield the
SwissFEL Experimental Laser is based
on the Vitara Oscillator, Legend Elite
Duo HE+ amplifier, with a custommade post-amplifier stage and Revolution pump lasers. With this layout it
provides a compressed output energy
of > 20 mJ, centred at 800 nm and at
100 Hz repetition rate. The laser energy
is divided into several beams to serve
the experiment and the numerous X-ray
Figure 1
pulse characterization, arrival time and
Layout of the experimental stations ESA and ESB with the pump laser hutch LHx on top. Laser I
drift compensation tools, including the
and Laser II assure redundancy and reliable operation. Evacuated transfer lines are installed for the
THz streak camera (Juranić et al.,
beam transport between LHx and the endstations.
resonant inelastic X-ray scattering, X-ray diffuse scattering
and femtosecond serial nanocrystallography (Milne, 2013).
ESB is optimized to study the time-dependent behaviour of
correlated materials in condensed matter. For this it includes
a general-purpose heavy-load sample stage with a robot
detector arm, as well as a heavy-load diffractometer with
detector arm, allowing for time-resolved X-ray diffraction,
time-resolved inelastic X-ray scattering and many more
techniques (Ingold & Beaud, 2013).
Depending on the experimental sample, the optical laser
needs to be tuned over a large spectral bandwidth ranging
from the ultraviolet (UV) (Budarz et al., 2016), to the visible
(Lemke et al., 2013), the infrared (IR) (Bertoni et al., 2015),
the mid-IR (Mankowsky et al., 2014), up to the THz range
(Kubacka et al., 2014). As FEL beam time is precious and
needs to be used efficiently, the optical laser availability must
not be affected by the high versatility. This requires, for dayto-day user operation, a high availability of the optical pump
laser, ideally 24 h/7 d. Also the switching time between
experiments must be used efficiently and kept short. Time and
effort required to prepare the laser for a new experiment must
be as short as possible. The users thus require a laser system
with the best available performance, the highest flexibility and
latest technology, while, from the operations side, a high
availability with low maintenance requirements is desired. In
general, all these requirements are difficult to fulfil simultaneously, without compromises or significant development and
advanced engineering.
This paper presents the technical solution chosen at the
SwissFEL Experimental Laser facility for matching all these
requirements. At its heart is a Ti: sapphire amplifier system
which includes several fixed installed frequency conversion
modules. We discuss the integration of the Ti : sapphire technology for reliable user operation and cutting-edge experiments and give an overview of the optical performance.
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2014b) and the laser arrival-time monitor (LAM) (Csatari
Divall et al., 2015) (Fig. 2a).
The nominal laser pulse duration is 30 fs. This is in between
the X-ray pulse duration of the high charge mode (50 fs) and
the low charge mode (< 10 fs). In principle, shorter pulse
duration at similar output energy has been demonstrated
using Ti : sapphire amplifiers (Trisorio et al., 2011) or optical
parametric chirped pulse amplification (Stanislauskas et al.,
2014; Tavella et al., 2007); but this comes at the cost of
increased complexity, higher maintenance efforts and
increased risk of failure during operation. In either case, a
large development effort is required to make these systems
compatible with 24 h/7 d user operation. Already the dispersion management of the beam transport between amplifier
and experiment over a long distance is challenging.
The most critical parts in a laser amplifier system are the
seed oscillator and pump lasers. The oscillator (Vitara-T)
provides up to 125 nm bandwidth with > 400 mW output
power. It is fully automated for long-term hands-free opera-

tion, including automatic mode locking and guaranteed output
power. The pump lasers (Revolution, based on the former
Evolution) provide up to 45 mJ at 527 nm and 100 Hz, and a
beam profile optimized for amplifier pumping. Continuouswave pumping with diodes assures low optical noise. These
products, including their predecessors, have been on the
market for many years. Thus the production processes are well
controlled and the risk of failure during operation are minimized. Furthermore, they have been successfully integrated at
most existing FEL facilities (Danailov et al., 2011; Minitti et al.,
2015; Tono et al., 2013).
In summary, the Ti: sapphire technology has proven to be
very versatile and, due to its widespread use in research, the
solution for many user demands are commercially available or
have already been demonstrated. This reduces development
time and the effort to implement new operation modes. All the
components have a proven track record and are from the same
provider. This simplifies maintenance and avoids risk which
would occur by interfacing products from several companies.
The optical layout is reduced to the minimum. This facilitates
daily operation and maintenance, which reduces the risk of
downtime due to time-consuming alignment procedures. For
SwissFEL the presented solution provides the best compromise between reliability, performance and cost. It offers the
best compromise between pulse duration and reliability with
state-of-the-art Ti: sapphire technology.

3. Expected performance at the endstations

Figure 2
(a) General layout of the optical setup in the endstations. The beam is
split into two branches (Diagnostics and Experimental). Each branch is
on a separate laser table and equipped with an individual compressor.
The LAM is installed on the experimental branch. (b) Detailed layout of
the standard user-available wavelength options: Mode 1, direct 800 nm
beam; Mode 2a, near-IR (NIR) optical parametric amplifier (OPA);
Mode 2b, NIR OPA together with additional frequency conversion stage;
Mode 3, sub-10 fs sourced, based on hollow core fibre technology.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2016). 23, 1143–1150

The conceptual layout of both endstations is a priori identical
(Fig. 2a, shown for ESA; ESB has a slightly modified table
arrangement). Upon arrival in the endstations the uncompressed laser beam is split into two branches, the so-called
diagnostics branch and the experimental branch. Each branch
is equipped with its individual compressor, such that chirp and
compression can be controlled individually. All compressors
are designed to handle the full laser energy. In general, the
split ratio will be variable, but for standard operation a 50 : 50
split ratio is envisioned and each branch is therefore optimized
for a maximum pulse energy of 10 mJ.
The diagnostics branch provides the femtosecond pulses for
the FEL pulse diagnostics and timing tools, i.e. the photon
arrival time and length monitor (PALM) (Juranić et al.,
2014a,b) and the spectral encoding (Bionta et al., 2011). The
PALM will provide simultaneously, and single-shot, an estimate of the X-ray photon pulse length and an arrival-time
measurement between the experimental laser and the X-rays.
It is based on the concept of the THz streak camera (Frühling
et al., 2009) optimized for the hard X-ray regime (Juranić et al.,
2014b). The incident X-ray photons ionize xenon clusters in
the presence of an intense THz field. The kinetic energy of the
generated electrons varies with the X-rays; the THz pulse time
delay and the variation in the spectral width can be correlated
to the X-ray chirp and pulse duration. About 98% of the
energy available for the diagnostics branch will be used to
drive the THz source. It is based on optical rectification with
a tilted pulse front (TPF) in LiNbO3 (Hebling et al., 2002),
Erny and Hauri
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Table 1
optimized for high output energy
Wavelength-dependence laser performance using the OPA (mode 2a and 2b), pumped with
(Stepanov et al., 2008) or alternatively
typically 8 mJ and 30 fs-long pulses.
on BNA (Shalaby et al., 2016). We
Operation mode
expect from LiNbO3, with a typical
(module)
Wavelength range
Output energy
Pulse duration
conversion efficiency of 0.1%, a THz
2b (NirUVis)
240–295 nm
> 26 mJ at peak
< 3  pump pulse width
energy of about 10 mJ and a central
2b (NirUVis)
290–480 nm
> 40 mJ at peak
1.2–2  pump pulse width
frequency of about 0.3–0.5 THz. The
2b (NirUVis)
475–533 nm
> 466 mJ at peak
1–1.5  pump pulse width
maximum acceptable time delay
2b (NirUVis)
533–600 nm
> 306 mJ at peak
1–1.5  pump pulse width
2b (NirUVis)
600–1160 nm
> 320 mJ at peak
1–1.5  pump pulse width
between X-rays and THz is  350 fs.
2a
1160–2600 nm
> 2000 mJ at peak
1.2–1.5  pump pulse width
This is limited due to the  700 fs-long
 1550 nm, < 2  pump
linear part of the THz field. The field
pulse width > 1550 nm
2b (NDFG)
2.6–9 mm
> 22 mJ at 4 mm
< 3  pump pulse width
strength at the interaction point will
2b (NDFG)
9–15 mm
> 10 mJ
NA
be  100 kV cm1 and the estimated
single-shot arrival-time resolution
<10 fs (Juranić et al., 2014a).
Located after the PALM is an X-ray
Table 2
Performance of the laser-based single-cycle THz source.
arrival-time monitor based on spectral
encoding of the optical beam.
Crystal
Central frequency
Frequency band
Peak field strength
Compared with the THz streak camera
DAST (Hauri et al., 2011)
2.1 THz
1–5 THz†
1.3 MV cm1
this device is significantly less
OH1 (Ruchert et al., 2012)
1.5 THz
0.1–2.5 THz†
0.4 MV cm1
DSTMS (Ruchert et al., 2013)
2.65 THz
0.15–5.5 THz†
1 MV cm1
demanding on input energy and will
cover a larger time window (up to 2 ps).
† OH1, DSTMS and DAST show frequency components up to 10 THz (Shalaby & Hauri, 2015; Vicario et al., 2015).
It is based on an X-ray induced refractive index change on a thin (sub-mm)
Mode 2b also includes THz generation by optical rectifithick Si3N4 crystal. From the laser side, a few mJ are used to
cation in organic crystals (Hauri et al., 2011; Ruchert et al.,
drive the white light generation in a thin sapphire plate and
2012, 2013). The highly efficient organic nonlinear frequency
the detection of the output signal on a spectrometer. The chirp
converters provide radiation between 0.1 and 10 THz and
is induced by transmission through bulk glass and can be
offer a field strength exceeding 1 MV cm1 (Table 2). The
varied by modifying its thickness. With this technique a typical
central frequency of the THz generation can be selected by
temporal resolution of better than 10 fs has been demonusing different nonlinear materials (Vicario et al., 2015). The
strated (Harmand et al., 2013).
THz generator just needs to be introduced into the collimated
The experimental branch will provide a predefined set of
OPA output. Compared with THz generation by TPF in
output options for the users. This ensures limited effort to
LiNbO3, no sophisticated setup is required. It can be set up
adjust the optical setup for each beam time and renders fast
next to the experiment to reduce losses due to beam transport.
switching between experiments. The available outputs cover
The actual achievable peak field strength might be limited due
the full spectrum, i.e. UV, visible, NIR and mid-IR, as well as
to the focusing geometry.
the THz range. On the same beam path is also attached the
Mode 3 will provide ultrashort pulses. The generation
LAM for drift stabilizations, which is described in x5.
is based on nonlinear spectral broadening of an intense
Three basic modes are available (Fig. 2b). Mode 1 is the
Ti : sapphire laser pulse in a gas-filled hollow core fibre (Nisoli
direct compressed amplifier output with < 30 fs pulse duration,
et al., 1996, 1997). It will provide up to 500 mJ pulse energy
>40 nm bandwidth, and up to 10 mJ pulse energy. For mode 2a
with sub-10 fs pulse duration, centred around 800 nm.
the beam is routed through an optical parametric amplifier
Due to the initial requirements and scientific layout of the
(8 mJ HE-TOPAS Prime from LightConversion). This allows
two endstations, the NirUVis module will only be present
the up conversion of the 800 nm pulse to the NIR between
in ESA. The long-wavelength extensions for difference1.2 mm and 2.6 mm and provides a total pulse energy for signal
frequency generation (DFG) and THz generation, as well as
and idler of up to 2 mJ. To extend the tuning range, several
the few cycle pulse source, will only be available in ESB.
additional wavelength converters will be available (Mode 2b).
Nevertheless, free space will be available in both endstations
By routing the beam through the NirUVis module and the
for users to install their own laser equipment for the experiNDFG module a spectral range between 240 nm and 15 mm
ment.
can be accessed. The expected performance of the OPA with
the additional converters is summarized in Table 1.
The wavelength range between 15 mm and 20 mm is not
4. Laser diagnostics
directly accessible with the SwissFEL experimental laser. This
requires a 100 fs pump beam, which could be implemented by
The SwissFEL experimental laser consists of many subsystems
an adapted stretcher and compressor set on the Ti : sapphire
which all need to operate up to specifications for an experiamplifier system. The corresponding space is already alloment to be successful. Thus incidents must be detected and
cated.
located quickly such that any intervention can directly focus
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Figure 3
Diagnostics network of the laser amplifier. Oscillator, pump lasers and all amplification stages are equipped with online diagnostics of the essential laser
parameters for laser health management and maintenance scheduling.

on the right component and allow the issue to be resolved in a
short time period. Therefore a full network of laser diagnostics
will be installed along the amplifier chain as well as on the
installation in the experimental stations (Figs. 3 and 4),
including beam profiling, pulse energy, spectrum, pointing and
pulse duration.
All parameters will be recorded on a regular basis and
archived in the general archiver database of SwissFEL. This
allows monitoring of the long time performance of the individual components as well as planning of scheduled maintenance. For this, the system relies on the installed
measurement network (Figs. 3 and 4), as well as information
provided by the different components such as laser power
supplies, chillers, etc. Where possible, the diagnostics components will be installed to allow for online monitoring by using
the leakage of a mirror, or by specific beam splitters. As long
as the diagnostic concerns wavelengths of 800 nm or shorter,
the detectors will have single-shot capability, but, as the
general aim is to detect drifts, this is not crucial.
A specific set of diagnostics is dedicated to the users and
installed close to the experiment (Fig. 4). The main aim is to
provide the FEL users with an online measurement of crucial

laser parameters, e.g. pulse energy, pulse duration, pointing,
spectrum, etc. For this, the data are fed into the same data
stream as the experimental data from the FEL. Ideally this is
all single-shot and beam-synchronous with each FEL shot for
later correlation analysis. In general, this is possible for Sibased detectors and laser wavelengths below 1100 nm.
For the longer wavelength range above 1 mm, single-shot
acquisition is challenging. With regard to photodiodes, they
are still available over a large wavelength range, up to 2 mm.
To cover wavelengths > 2 mm, mercury cadmium telluride
detectors, Golay-cell or microbolometer detectors are typically used. They are relatively slow and the high background
noise renders them unsuitable for single-shot acquisition.
The only exception is the Shottky diode for frequencies
< 2 THz (Semenov et al., 2010), with a rise time of 20 ps. This
allows the THz pulse single-shot to be monitored.
Many single-shot technologies rely on area detectors (e.g.
spectrometer, pulse length measurement, e.g. FROG, etc.).
Imaging detectors are, to our best knowledge, only available
in the wavelength range between 1 mm and 2 mm, based on
InGaAs sensors. The resolution and repetition rate is significantly lower than with CMOS- or CCD-based sensors and the
cameras are expensive. For the longer
wavelength range, pyroelectric detectors are the only option. They are relatively slow and, due to the low-noise
performance, not suitable for singleshot acquisition. Thus, additional
development effort is required to allow
single-shot diagnostics for these cases.

5. Timing issues
The synchronization of the laser system
to the FEL timing is essential for all
pump–probe experiments. In the final
configuration the oscillator will be
synchronized to the pulsed FEL reference timing system optically, through an
optical cross-correlator between the
experimental laser and the pulses from
the reference timing system, similar to

Figure 4
Diagnostics network at the endstation and user-available laser parameters.
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2016). 23, 1143–1150
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the system presented by Schulz et al. (2015). It is expected that
the arrival-time jitter between X-rays and experimental laser
is 100–150 fs r.m.s. for the beginning of the operation. Since
the main limitations are the electron beam parameters
and amplitude stability of the accelerating RF structures, it
is expected that this value can be reduced towards 20 fs
(Ganter, 2010).
The reference timing system is based on pulsed optical links
(OneFive, 1550 nm) and active length stabilization for drift
compensation (Kim et al., 2007, 2008). It is expected that the
added timing jitter of this link is < 10 fs r.m.s., with a drift
performance of <10 fs peak-to-peak over 24 h. Even though
these are excellent values, this only locks the oscillator to the
reference timing system. The expected timing jitter between
oscillator and reference is < 10 fs r.m.s. (10 Hz to 10 MHz)
(Csatari Divall et al., 2014). After the pulse has left the
oscillator it is still propagating through an entire amplifier
chain, including a regenerative amplifier, and is sent to the
experimental hutches underneath the laser room. The typical
optical path length sums up to 50–100 m. Experiment and laser
rooms have independent air-conditioning systems and
humidity control, which makes the laser pulse highly sensitive
to drifts. Already small fluctuations in ambient pressure,
humidity and temperature (Ciddor, 1996) give rise to significant laser arrival-time drifts of the order of picoseconds
(Csatari Divall et al., 2015). To compensate for these, each
endstation is also equipped with a stabilized optical timing link
and a LAM is installed on the experimental branch, directly
after the compressor. Through spectrally resolved crosscorrelation between the reference timing signal and a weak
copy of the amplified pulse, drifts can be measured and
compensated. The optical setup of the LAM has a demonstrated resolution of better than 0.3 fs. With this technique, the
output from a comparable Ti : sapphire amplifier system could
be stabilized to 2.36 fs r.m.s. over 10 h, in reference to the
direct Ti : sapphire oscillator output. The reconstructed drift
between amplifier output and oscillator was exceeding 700 fs
over the 10 h measurement run. The LAM compensates for
drifts occurring between the oscillator output and the LAM
location in the experimental hutch. The remaining optical path
between the LAM and the experiment as well as the FEL
timing diagnostics is not covered by the LAM. This leaves a
significant part of the beam transport inside the experimental
hutch uncontrolled (Fig. 5).
The PALM device measures the time delay between X-rays
and the experimental laser at the entrance of the experimental
hutches (Fig. 5), while the experiment is taking place 8 m
downstream. The relevant time for the data binning is the
arrival time between X-rays and optical laser at the experiment location. To obtain the best accuracy of the arrival-time
measurements, the beam path for the experiment (i) needs to
be synchronized with the beam path of the diagnostics setup
and X-rays [(ii) + (iii)]. The main part of the beam propagation is in free space [(i) and (ii)] and is thus exposed to the
environmental changes in the experimental hutch. The X-rays,
on the other hand, propagate in a vacuum and are not exposed
to the environmental changes. This leaves an optical path
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Figure 5
Schematic layout of the beam path on the laser table in ESA with LAM
and balanced drift compensator (PALM-C) with (i) the optical beam path
of the pulse between the end of the transfer line and the experiment, (ii)
the optical beam path from the end of the transfer line to the timing
diagnostics, (iii) in-vacuum X-ray beam path between timing diagnostics
and experiment, (iv) in-vacuum reference beam path for PALM-C. The
same is valid for ESB.

length difference of about 8 m between the two branches. The
pressure dependency of the refractive index in air leads to a
group velocity change and induces an arrival time drift of the
order of 7 fs mbar1 (Ciddor, 1996; Edlén, 1966). Thus the
delay between the two sources exceeds 70 fs for a minor
ambient pressure change of 10 mbar. Typical fluctuations
during a beam time at SwissFEL (12 h) can reach several tens
of mbar. Thus the impact of ambient pressure change becomes
significant when operating with ultrashort pulses (< 30 fs).
Ideally one would therefore measure the laser–X-ray delay
directly at the sample position. With the FEL beamline setup
this will not be possible and regular recalibration of the arrival
time between experiment and PALM is required. To measure
these drifts a PALM-Corrector (PALM-C) setup will be
installed. PALM-C is based on a balanced optical crosscorrelation between the diagnostics branch and the experimental branch, and is located close to the actual experiment
chamber. For this a probe beam is split off from the TPF THz
setup and sent through an evacuated tube (iv) towards the end
of the experimental branch. The tube has similar length as the
X-ray beamline. By this we are mimicking the X-ray propagation along (iii). Since PALM-C has a similar optical layout
as the LAM, we expect similar jitter performance and can be
directly adapted to the UV-to-NIR range by adapting the
phase matching conditions.

6. Conclusion
The laser system and infrastructure presented here will build
the framework to fulfil the key parameters for user laser
operation at SwissFEL, i.e. performance, availability and
stability. This is achieved by the combination of choice of laser
system, advanced diagnostics and infrastructure. With the
presented performance map, a large number of experiments
will be possible. When more exotic schemes are required, the
provided platform will allow their integration. The key
J. Synchrotron Rad. (2016). 23, 1143–1150
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advantage, compared with other facilities, will be the achievable timing stability and therefore timing resolution in laserpump/X-ray-probe experiments. The combination of LAM,
PALM and PALM-C will provide unprecedented timing
resolution on a FEL.
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